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"Content has always been important for video game
consoles, as exclusive titles have long defined the legacies
of brands like Nintendo. As consoles become increasingly
more connected, multifunctional devices, the hardware is
increasingly defined by the software and services it offers."
- Bryant Harland, Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Console unit sales continued decline
Previous generation still leads in consumer ownership
Significant purchase intent for Steam Machine
Consumers questioning the value of consoles

For the purposes of this report, Mintel has used the following definitions:
Video game consoles include any device that is primarily used to play video games (eg, Xbox,
PlayStation, Nintendo Wii). This report focuses primarily on stationary gaming devices rather than
portable gaming consoles (eg, PS Vita, Nintendo DS). Devices that can play video games, but are
primarily used for other activities (eg, smartphones) are not included in Mintel’s definition of gaming
consoles.
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Consoles in tight competition for gamers’ limited time
Figure 23: Time spent playing video games in the last seven days, by gender and age July 2015-March 2015

Role of Video Game Consoles in Consumers’ Lives
Avid console gamers concerned with content variety
Figure 24: Attitudes toward video game consoles – Any agree, by age, June 2015
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Older console gamers less interested in social features
Figure 27: Important video game console features – Any rank, by gender and age, June 2015
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Hispanics a key audience for social media, mobile integration
Figure 29: Important video game console features – Any rank, by race and Hispanic origin, June 2015
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One fifth of console gamers not planning to buy another console device
Figure 30: Video game console purchasing attitudes, by gender and age, June 2015
One fourth of parents buy higher-quality TVs as a result of video game consoles
Figure 31: Video game console purchasing attitudes, presence of children in household, June 2015
Opportunity: Gaming as the focus of retailers’ entertainment and media sections
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Video Game Consoles and Kids
Nintendo shows strong lead among kids
Figure 33: Kids’ video game console brand ownership, November 2013-December 2014

Video Game Consoles and Teens
Console ownership varied among teens
Figure 34: Teens’ video game console ownership, November 2013-December 2014

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
Data sources
Console ownership data
Sales data
Fan chart forecast
Consumer survey data
Consumer qualitative research
Correspondence analysis methodology
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